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Summary

A method based on w ave-equation �nitedi�erence al-

gorithm with irregular free surface is introduced to re-

move the scattering e�ects of rugged topography. The

anomalies and multiples caused by the irregular surface

and shallow layers of inhomogenous media are removed

before further processing steps. Simple conformal ele-

ments of �nite di�erence are adopted to model the ir-

regular surface. Randomness of media of the shallow

layers is considered. Numerical tests presented in the

paper show the e�ectiveness of the method.

Introduction

In many onshore exploration areas, the land surface is

covered with a relativ ely thin layer of material of low

seismic velocity. Most frequently this is not a uniform

layer, but a la yer withirregular topography and inho-

mogeneous velocity distribution. The existence of this

rugged topography and random velocity will produce

seismic anomalies and noises, which need to be handled

before migration is implemented.

A simple way to compensate for the e�ects of irreg-

ular surface on seismic data is static datuming , which

is suitable for vertically tra veling energy. When the o�-

sets and elevation changes are big, static datuming is

not su�cient and the path of w avepropagation needs

to be taken in to consideration. Therefore wave equation

datuming (Berryhill, 1979; Bevc, 1996) is in order. On

the other hand, migration can be implemented directly

from the rugged surface (Yang, Wang and Ma, 1999;

Rajasekaran and McMechan, 1995; Beasley and Lynn,

1992; Reshef, 1991; McMechan and Chen, 1990) by us-

ing special schemes to consider the irregular distribu-

tion of sources and receivers. Based upon one-way wave

propagation, all these methods can remove the e�ects of

the topography. How ever, the surface related multiples,

whic hare a magnitude bigger than internal m ultiples

(Berkhout and Verschuur, 1997), can't be removed from

the seismic recordings. The noise of multiples will make

it di�cult to iden tify deeper structures, and is delete-

rious to the imaging process. A simple example shown

in Fig.1 (Fu, Wu and Guan, 1999) demonstrates this

phenomenon.

A simple layered model with a hill-top surface is

shown in Fig.1(a). Fig.1(b) is the seismograms ob-

tained with the receivers on the irregular surface. It's

shown that besides the anomalies caused by the irregu-

lar elevation of the rugged surface, other surface related

noises, suc h as surface related mutiples, also presented.

Fig.1(c), Fig.1(d) and Fig.1(e) are, respectively, data af-

ter static datuming, wave equation datuming and ood-

ing the topography. Although wave equation datuming

yields data of better qualit y,the phenomenon of sur-

face related scatterings and multiples is still kept in the

data section, which will spoil the quality of the future

imaging process.

We suggest a procedure to remove the complex waves

caused by irregular surface, complex shallow struc-

tures and inhomogeneous velocity distribution from the

recorded seismograms, and therefore keep w aves from

deeper structures. In Fu, Wu and Guan (1999) a bound-

ary element (BE) method is applied to the procedure,

and therefore limited the surface layer to a uniform layer

with irregular topography. In order to deal with an ar-

bitrary surface layer with complex velocity distribution,

a full-wave equation �nite di�erence scheme is adopted

in this presen tation. The media of the shallo w layers

can be random. A simple conformal method for model-

ing rugged topography is adopted in our �nite di�ence

algorithm, whic hcan sim ulatesurface related scatter-

ing with higher accuracy (Hastings and Broschat, 1997;

Schneider and Wagner, 1998)

Method

The method is composed of tw o procedures. Firstly, a

reference model needs to be established which consists

only of the irregular surface and shallow layers, and the

low er part of the original model is substituted with a

homogeneous half space. The seismograms obtained by

this model will include all scattering waves and multiples

that result from the irregular surface and shallow layers.

Subtracting these seismograms from the seismograms of

the original model, what is left behind will only reect

deeper structures. Then an y w aveequation datuming

method which we mentioned in the introduction can be

used on the remaining data to shift the receivers and

sources to a at surface, or the data can be directly

migrated from the rugged surface.

We used the �nite di�erence algorithm introduced in

Guan and Wu (1998), which is derived from the �rst-
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order algorithm as following.

@ /@xj(u(xj +�xj=2)) = 1=(� ��xj)

LX

l=1

�l[u(xj + l�xj)� u(xj � (l� 1)�xj)] (1)

@ /@xj(u(xj ��xj=2)) = 1=(� ��xj)

LX

l=1

�l[u(xj + (l� 1)�xj)� u(xj � l�xj)] (2)

where 2L is the length of the operator, �l(l=1,2,: : :,L)

are coe�cients to be chosen optimally in some sense,

� = 1.

T o implement the simple conformal method, the �rst-

order di�erence at the boundary of the topography is

computed according to the length of the half cell (a cell

intersected by the irregular surface), i.e. for the half

cell adjacent to the surface, the v alue of �(0 � � � 1)

varies according to the real length of the half cell . This

is equal to using an irregular stepped boundary closer

to the surface to appro ximatethe rugged topography,

which presents higher accuracy than the standard stair-

case approximation for waves of high frequencies.

Basically, any one-way w ave propagator can be

adopted for datuming after the scatterings of the irreg-

ular surface are removed from the original seismogram.

We use two-way �nite di�erence algorithm for datuming

in the paper (Baysal, Koslo� and Sherwood, 1984).

Numerical tests

We present examples to show the e�ectiv eness of the

method presented in the paper. Fig.1(f) is the seismic

data after implementing our method to the data shown

in Fig.1(b). It shows that only reections from low er

structures remain. Surface related multiples and scat-

terings disappear.

Fig.2(a) shows a model with random topography and

random velocity distribution in the top layer. The ran-

dom media has an exponential correlation function, with

a correlation length of 6km in range and 4km in depth,

and RMS is 5%.

Fig.2(b) shows the seismic records recorded at the

surface (Actually the receivers are put one grid down

below the surface, because the response will be zero

righ t on the surface.). Fig.2(c) shows the seismic records

recorded at the surface of the reference model, which are

subtracted later on to remove the e�ects of rugged to-

pography. Fig.2(d) is the result after datuming to a at

surface (z=0) via our method. It's shown that scatter-

ings and multiples caused by the irregular surface and

the shallo w layer are removed from the records, only

w aves from the deeper reectors remain.

Summary

Anomalies and surface related scatterings and multiples

caused by rugged topography is deleterious to the qual-

ity of image obtained via the seismic records received at

the irregular surface. A method is suggested to remove

those surface related scatterings and multiples using �-

nite di�erence method inthe paper. After that, w ave

equation datuming can be used to remove the anoma-

lies caused by the irregular surface. A simple conformal

method is used in the �nite di�erence algorithm for a

better simulation of scatterings due to the irregular sur-

face. Randomness of the media of the shallow layers is

considered. The numerical tests presented in the paper

shows the e�ectiveness of the method.
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(b) Synthetic seismograms
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(c) Static shift to the level 0.0 m.
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(d) Wave-equation datuming to 50 m.
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(e) Flooding the topography up to -160 m.
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(f) Reflection data at a flat
surface obtained via our method

Figure 1: A simple topography model and the

seismic records before and after datuming
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(2a)A model with a random free-surface and random 
    velocity distribution in the surface layer
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2(b) Reflection data recorded
at the complex rugged surface
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2(c) Reflection data recorded at the complex
 rugged surface of the reference model
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2(d) Reflection data at a flat
 surface obtained via our method

Figure 2: Seismic records of the random sur-

face lay ermodel before and after datuming

via our method
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